
                                     

 

 

The Story the Body Tells:  
Somatic Markers & Relational Wounds 

An online workshop over two Wednesday evenings with  
Miriam Taylor 

 
Zoom Webinar 

1 & 8 February 2022, Wednesdays 
Times on both days:  

6:00pm to 9:00pm, London UK 
1:00pm – 4:00pm, New York, USA 

12:00 noon – 3:00pm, Chicago, USA 
 

CPD hours : 6 / CE credits: N/A 
 

Limited number of early bird tickets at £110 only  
Regular price: £135 

 

 
 

Location: Online streaming only  
(all our webinar tickets now include complimentary access to a video recorded version for 1 year) 

 
Because trauma is fundamentally and implicitly stored in the body, major contemporary therapeutic approaches 
advocate somatic interventions. It is often the case that the body tells the story for which words cannot be 
found, and we need to find ways to listen to the story behind the symptoms. For many therapists trained to 
work verbally or from the ‘top-down’, working with the body is unfamiliar and this workshop aims to encourage 
therapists to work from the ‘bottom-up’ as well. This first seminar will introduce some of the ideas and 
techniques which can lead to understanding and resolving some of the somatic markers of trauma.  
 
Starting from a strong theoretical foundation developed both from neuroscience and existential 
phenomenology, the Body will be considered as the primary organiser and integrator of traumatic experience. A 
particular focus will be on experiential aspects of working with arousal, sensation and movement, and 
consideration will be given to trauma-based fears associated with connecting with the bodily self. Through 
experiential elements and case vignettes, the workshop helps us comprehend: 
 

• Principles of neurobiology in trauma 
• Somatic memory – implicit and procedural learning 



                                     

 

• Embodied resonance and the therapist – reading the story 
• Understanding phobias of bodily experience 
• The ambiguous relationship many trauma victims have with pain 
• Shame and the body 
• Dissociation as disconnection from bodily experience 
• Reconnecting with the lived body – the phenomenological method 
• Self-harm and the body 
• The embodied self: identity, fragmentation and integration 

On the second evening, we will consider the relational body and how it conveys its wounds into 
the therapy setting and beyond. Many people live in or grow up in unsafe relationships which 
leaves an imprint on their sense of self and their way of being in the world. Such an imprint is 
primarily embodied. This impacts their ability to form a secure relationship with others, including 
their therapists. To this extent, it is helpful to think in terms of trauma being ‘relational’.  

In this session we will be looking at some of the relational patterns that typically emerge in the 
therapeutic relationship. These can include some of the most challenging elements of our work 
as therapists, as well as the most rewarding. Firstly, we will make sense of some of the 
adaptations that reinforce relational difficulties into adulthood, and this thinking will be explored 
through the push and pull of attachment issues in the therapeutic relationship. To illuminate 
this, we will focus next on the therapist’s embodied countertransference. Finally, we will 
consider effective interventions to help clients transform their relational wounds.  

Specifically, the workshop considers: 

• Understanding the significance of the locus of control shift 
• Attachment in the context of survival defences 
• Understanding disorganised attachment 
• Working with shame and shame avoidance 
• Rupture and repair: a protocol for facilitating repair 
• Recognising and working with therapeutic enactments: control, boundaries 
• Developing therapist embodied awareness, presence and support 
• The Window of Tolerance as a relational model 
• Earned adult attachment 

Learning Objectives: 

• Discuss the somatic memory – implicit and procedural learning 
• Discuss the embodied resonance and the therapist – reading the story 
• Explain the ambiguous relationship many trauma victims have with pain 
• Explain the significance of the locus of control shift 
• Discuss recognising and working with therapeutic enactments: control, boundaries 
• Discuss The Window of Tolerance as a relational model 

About the speaker 
 
Miriam Taylor is a UKCP registered Gestalt psychotherapist, supervisor and trainer. Having closed her clinical 
practice after 28 years, Miriam now supervises, teaches and writes. She focusses on the relational aspects of 
collective trauma, social justice issues and climate change. She teaches in the UK and internationally and is on 



                                     

 

the Leadership Team of Relational Change. Her publications include ‘Trauma Therapy and Clinical Practice’ 
(2014); ‘Deepening Trauma Practice’ (2021), and several peer reviewed and invited articles. 
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For more information on how to access webinar joining links, handouts and video recordings please visit https://www.nscience.uk/faqs/  

Questions and requests for information: customerservices@nscience.co.uk 

If you have a disability, please contact us in advance of the course so we can accommodate your needs: 

customerservices@ns
cience.co.uk 

US: +18337161044 UK/Europe: 
+44(0)2070961722 

Australia: 
+1800861953 

 


